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In this document generic data sharing initiatives closely involved 
with the DSC are considered

Context and scope of this paper

• Data sharing is becoming increasingly important globally and many organisations 
around the world are working on various aspects of it

• The European Commission is defining Europe’s path forward into the digital economy 
of the future. A core element of their vision: international data spaces grounded in 
European values of trust and the self-determination of data usage by data providers 

• The Data Sharing Coalition is an open and growing international initiative, initiated by 
the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy to seek cooperation in 
pursuit of cross-sectoral data sharing. AMdEX, GoFAIR, IDSA, iSHARE and NLAIC are 
participants of the Data Sharing Coalition

• This paper has been developed by the Data Sharing Coalition to understand the 
relationships between existing initiatives with which it interacts closely. Given 
practical constraints, initiatives considered in this paper are: AMdEX, GAIA-X, Go Fair 
Foundation, iSHARE, IDSA, and the NL AIC

• Insights presented in this paper on the considered data sharing initiatives were 
obtained via interviews & desk research and the draft version of this report was 
validated by interviewees. See Appendix A. for a description of the methodology

• This Data Sharing Coalition analysis paper was completed in July 2021 and the 
results represent the Data Sharing Coalition perspective at the time of writing
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Source: Data Sharing Coalition analysis

Context and scope
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?

This analysis explores what is needed of the DSC in relation to 
other considered data sharing initiatives to optimise its efforts

Clarifying the position of the DSC to better contribute to the data economy

• The data economy, with data sharing as an important pillar, has a significant 

social and economic potential1. There are several different initiatives that try to 

realise this potential including:

• Generic initiatives that provide overarching principles, standards or 

functionalities (e.g. AMdEX, DSC, GAIA-X, GoFAIR, IDSA, iSHARE, NL AIC)
• Data space specific initiatives that focus on data sharing within a data 

space (e.g. Datenraum mobilität, EDSN, HDN, MedMij, SCSN)

• The Data Sharing Coalition stimulates market driven B2B cross-sectoral data 

sharing under control of the entitled party, by enabling interoperability across 

data space specific initiatives, thereby strengthening each individual initiative 

• Various existing generic data sharing initiatives work on realising data sharing 

solutions. Clarity on the position of the DSC relative to these initiatives could 

allow the DSC and other initiatives to better contribute to the data economy

• This leads to the question how should the DSC and the generic data sharing 

initiatives relate to each other and what steps the DSC should take within its 

scope to optimally contribute to the data economy

Source: 1 “Final Study Report: The European Data Market Monitoring Tool” by the European commission: https://datalandscape.eu/

Introduction

https://datalandscape.eu/
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The DSC can optimise its efforts through tailored (European) 
collaboration with complementary data sharing initiatives

To realise value through data sharing at scale, data spaces require 
interoperable soft and hard infrastructure 

• Data sharing is an essential pillar of the data economy

• To realise a scalable and interoperable data economy, all of its relevant aspects, such as data 
space implementations, soft infrastructure and hard infrastructure are important

Tailored collaboration between considered generic data sharing 
initiatives aligns efforts to strengthen each initiative

• The considered data sharing initiatives are complementary in the fact that they strive for an 
aligned vision and contribute to the data economy with their unique signatures

• To realise mutually beneficial results, collaboration between considered data sharing initiative 
can be tailored based on their unique signatures

Collaboration of the DSC with considered 
data sharing initiatives can be tailored 
around use cases and exploiting existing 
expertise

The efforts of the Data Sharing Coalition in the data economy 
are complementary to those of other considered generic data 
sharing initiatives and essential to realise the aligned vision of 
the data economy. The Data Sharing Coalition should continue 
working towards those goals while seeking tailored collaboration 
with the considered generic data sharing initiatives to:

• Optimise the impact of use cases by collaborating on use 
cases where relevant such that each initiative can 
effectively contribute by using existing expertise and learn

• Enable scalable data sharing and reusability throughout the 
data economy by alignment and working together to ensure 
interoperability between the considered initiatives

• To strengthen the public awareness of the aligned vision, 
communication of the considered initiatives should be 
aligned. This in turn strengthens each initiative

All considered generic data sharing initiatives provide value to 
realise their aligned vision of the complete data economy

• Existing generic data sharing initiatives have an aligned vision of enabling sovereign data 
sharing. Data sovereignty allows the entity with rights over data the capability to be entirely 
self-determining with regard to their data

• Considered initiatives each have their own focus in the data economy, resulting in a unique 
signature for each initiative

Management summary
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Collaboration of the DSC with considered data sharing initiatives 
can be tailored around use cases and exploiting existing expertise

Tailored 
collaboration 

with other 
initiatives

Continue and seek collaboration in (new) data sharing use cases where the layer between hard and soft 
infrastructure is relevant. Ensure scalability by jointly investigating data sharing archetypes. Explore enabling the 
future DSC Trust Framework agreements as machine readable digital contracts. Ensure that the legal agreements 
of the DSC Trust Framework are usable by AMdEX technology through alignment

Explore how the DSC Data Sharing Canvas and the GAIA-X architectures relate. Seek collaboration with the 
GAIA-X Hub NL in data sharing use cases where the hard infrastructure is relevant. Ensure convergence and 
interoperability of data spaces on European level, for example through the IPCEI Cloud call from the Ministry of 
Economic Affairs and Climate or EU Horizon calls. Explore additional collaboration, such as for awareness creation

Explore the use of iSHARE as one of the building blocks for the DSC Trust Framework during its development. 
Continue collaboratively supporting use cases to optimise value created for data sharing use cases through 
collaboration when the IAA building block is relevant to gain practical insights on the use of iSHARE as a building 
block in the DSC Trust Framework. Continue close cooperation with iSHARE in the DSC Harmonisation group

Explore alignment between the existing FAIR data principles and the future DSC Trust Framework. Continue 
collaboratively supporting use cases to add value by combining GFF and DSC’s complementary services. Make 
use of the GFF international network when considering international growth. Furthermore, build upon existing 
collaboration, for example expanding on the joint proposal for the Nationaal Groeifonds

Explore synergies and alignment between the DSC Data Sharing Canvas and the NL AIC guidelines and standards. 
Explore how (future) results from NL AIC can be used as building blocks for DSC, e.g. software components. 
Optimise value created for data sharing for AI application use case through collaboration to gain practical 
insights. Continue cooperation between the DSC and NL AIC Data Sharing Working Group on knowledge sharing

Explore the use of IDSA’s reference architecture as one of the building blocks for the DSC Trust Framework. 
Optimise value created for data sharing use case through collaboration when the technical implementation of the 
use case is relevant. Explore the possibility of IDSA making use of the DSC set-up for other national data sharing 
programs. Ensure convergence and interoperability of data spaces on European level through collaboration

Potential tailored collaboration of the DSC with considered initiatives

Source: Data Sharing Coalition analysis based on interviews

Conclusion

Note: See Appendix A for a detailed 
analysis of each considered initiative 

resulting in these conclusions
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To realise value of sovereign data sharing at scale, data spaces 
require interoperable soft and hard infrastructure

Tools and technology neutral agreements to enable 
interoperability required for data sharing use cases within an 
ecosystem. 

Source: Data Sharing Coalition Analysis based on OPEN DEI Design Principles for Data Spaces https://design-principles-for-data-spaces.org/

Description
Data sharing use cases allow organisations to exchange data 
to generate value by creating insights based on the data. Use 
cases are enabled in data spaces and the underlying 
soft/hard infrastructure.

Data spaces, or data sharing domains, allow users to 
exchange data based on harmonised agreements. This data 
sharing is often realised through a data space specific 
implementation of the generic soft infrastructure. Usually a 
data sharing initiative facilitates data sharing in a data space 
through commonly agreed capabilities and a centralised or 
decentralised infrastructure. 

Soft infrastructure defines the generic (technology neutral) 
agreements required to facilitate interoperable data spaces. A 
data space implementation builds on top of this generic soft 
infrastructure to enable data sharing for their specific data 
space. The soft infrastructure operates on the underlying hard 
infrastructure. 

Hardware and associated software to create interoperability, 
connectivity, and portability between storage providers.

Note: See Appendix B for a detailed 
description of the model

Interoperable data 
economy

https://design-principles-for-data-spaces.org/
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Considered initiatives each have their own focus in the data 
economy, resulting in a unique signature for each initiative

Aligned vision: Unlocking the value of data by sharing and 
re-using data while ensuring data sovereignty

All considered generic data sharing initiatives provide value to 
realise their aligned vision of the complete data economy

The Data Sharing Coalition aims to drive voluntary cross-sectoral B2B data 
sharing, under control of the entitled party

AMdEX aims to gives users control over their data by co-designing and co-
developing a secure, trusted and neutral infrastructure for data sharing

GAIA-X aims to enable a secure, open and sovereign use of data through a 
federated data infrastructure to ensure innovation

Empowering data sovereignty across sectors by offering a horizontal standard 
and legal framework for businesses

GO FAIR is an initiative with the ultimate goal to optimise the reuse of data by 
implementing the FAIR data principles, making data Findable, Accessible, 
Interoperable and Reusable

The Netherlands AI Coalition data sharing working group wants to enable 
responsible data sharing for AI applications

IDSA aims to provide a basis for creating smart service scenarios and facilitating 
innovative cross company business processes, while at the same time 
guaranteeing data sovereignty for data owners

AMdEX aims to technically enforce generic digital contracts to 
enable data sovereign data exchange

GAIA-X aims to create flourishing data ecosystem and a a 
federated infrastructure ecosystem for Europe 

iSHARE has an operational scheme for identification, 
authentication and authorisations

The Go Fair Foundation provides principles for data sharing 
which are applicable in all data spaces

NL AIC data sharing working group aims to provide guidelines 
and standards for deploying data spaces for AI applications

IDSA provides a reference architecture for data sovereign 
international data spaces

DSC aims to enable cross data space data sharing between 
existing data sharing initiatives by considering the complete 
set of required generic soft infrastructure building

Vision statement Focus

Source: Data Sharing Coalition analysis based on interviews and on publicly available information

Vision and focus

See Appendix A for 
a detailed analysis 

of the initiatives
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Tailored collaboration between considered generic data sharing 
initiatives aligns efforts to strengthen each initiative

Tailored 
collaboration 

with other 
initiatives

Tailored collaboration based on unique signatures of 
each considered data sharing initiatives

• To realise mutually beneficial results, the DSC and 
other considered generic data sharing initiatives with 

an aligned vision should collaborate

• The considered data sharing initiatives are 

complementary in the fact that they strive for an 
aligned vision and contribute to the data economy with 
their unique signatures

• To strengthen the public awareness of the aligned 
vision, communication of the initiatives should be 

aligned. This in turn strengthens each initiative

• Collaboration tailored to the unique signatures of the 
data sharing initiatives involved allows them to achieve 

an efficient use of time and budget, avoiding duplicate 
efforts

Indicative

Source: Data Sharing Coalition analysis based on interviews

Tailored 
collaboration
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Appendix A. Detailed analysis of the Data Sharing Coalition and a 
comparison with the considered generic data sharing initiatives
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Stakeholders from considered data sharing initiatives provided 
input in interviews and validated the draft version of this paper

This Data Sharing Coalition analysis paper was completed in July 2021 and contains insights obtained through the following methods:

Note:  All results presented in this analysis paper are indicative and represent the Data 
Sharing Coalition perspective on the data economy at the time of writing

Interviews

Interviews with involved stakeholders 

from considered generic data sharing 

initiative provided detailed information 

regarding the initiatives

Desk research

Publicly available information on 

considered data sharing initiative 

provided input on each considered 

generic data sharing initiative

Validated

The draft version of this report, 

including the results of the interviews 

and desk research have been shared, 

reviewed and validated by the involved 

stakeholders from considered generic 

data sharing initiatives

Appendix A. Detailed analysis - Methodology
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Legend:
Focus of initiative, see appendix for 
more information

Considered initiatives strengthen the data economy through a 
unique signature when considering its common aspects
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Key take-away

Existing considered generic data 
sharing initiatives touch upon 
common aspects of the data 
economy, but their focus is on 
their own perspective. This allows 
the data sharing initiatives to 
provide unique contributions to 
the data economy. Therefore, 
considered data sharing initiatives 
complement each other in 
achieving the aligned vision of 
data sharing and re-use while 
ensuring data sovereignty

See Appendix B for detailed 1v1 
comparisons between the considered 

initiatieves and the DSC

Source: Data Sharing Coalition analysis based on interviews and online publications

Appendix A. Detailed analysis
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The DSC aims to enable cross domain data sharing at scale 
through harmonised agreements and industry initiated use cases

Data Sharing Coalition (DSC) focus

The Data Sharing Coalition (DSC) supports industry initiated 
B2B use cases to enable data sharing across domains to 
realise the value of data

The Data Sharing Coalition aims to create harmonised 
agreements across data spaces (data sharing domains) to 
enable trustworthy data sharing between them. Many data 
spaces exist, which are enabled by a data sharing initiative. 
The Data Sharing Coalition harmonised agreements will 
enable existing data sharing initiatives to become 
interoperable with others to share data across domains at 
scale

The Data Sharing Coalition aims to create a Trust Framework 
for data sharing which contains harmonised agreements on 
all relevant building blocks to realise a generic soft 
infrastructure. Existing data sharing initiatives can 
implement these harmonised agreements to enable data 
sharing within their domain and be fully interoperable with 
other domains

Not in scope of the Data Sharing Coalition 

Source: Data Sharing Coalition Analysis based on OPEN DEI Design Principles for Data Spaces https://design-principles-for-data-spaces.org/

Appendix A. Detailed analysis

https://design-principles-for-data-spaces.org/
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AMdEX aims to technically enforce generic digital 
contracts to enable data sovereign data exchange

AMdEX is a project initiated by AMS-IX, DEXES, 
SURF, University of Amsterdam and the Amsterdam 
Economic Board. The goal of AMdEX is to enable 
data sovereignty in data sharing through technical 
enforcement of digital data contracts. To this end, 
AMdEX develops generic infrastructure for technical 
enforcement which can be automatically deployed 
to support data sharing.

Introduction to AMdEX

AMdEX on the architecture model

Potential next steps for DSC:
• Seek collaboration in data sharing use cases where the layer between hard and soft infrastructure is relevant
• Ensure scalability by jointly investigating data sharing archetypes (e.g. transactional, streaming & auctions, etc.)
• Explore enabling the future DSC Trust Framework agreements as machine readable digital contracts
• Ensure the legal agreements of the DSC Trust Framework are usable by AMdEX technology through alignment

AMdEX technology can enable the future DSC Trust Framework on hard infrastructure 

= AMdEX activities

Compared to DSC, AMdEX focusses on technical enforcement of digital contracts

AMdEX explores possibilities for creating a federated data exchange infrastructure on the hard infrastructure and its 
intersection with the soft infrastructure with other initiatives around the globe. Part of this exploration considers the 
future governance of the AMdEX infrastructure and the relation to current market players. With an aligned vision, the 
DSC aims to develop harmonised agreements in a generic trust framework to enable cross domain data sharing.
Value creation from use cases
AMdEX offers use cases support to gain insights into how digital contracts can be implemented. The DSC supports 
use cases on ideation, requirements analysis and operational support with the goal to ensure scalability in the design 
of the use case. For data sharing uses cases in which the technical enforcement of digital contracts is relevant both 
AMdEX and DSC can contribute and gain practical insights.
Data spaces
AMdEX technology aims to support any data space and any data sharing archetype, and the DSC aims to connect 
data spaces. Therefore, AMdEX technology could form the foundation of the DSC Trust Framework.
Soft infrastructure
The AMdEX digital contracts generically apply to all data sharing archetypes (e.g. transactional, streaming & 
auctions) and contain relevant legal agreements for data sharing (on topics such as IAA, data standards, etc). In 
addition to this the DSC aims to create a soft infrastructure including all 9 building blocks in a Trust Framework.
Hard infrastructure
AMdEX’s technical enforcement of generic digital contracts connects the hard infrastructure with the soft 
infrastructure. This should be compatible with the soft infrastructure the DSC is developing.

Source: Data Sharing Coalition analysis based on interviews

Appendix A. Detailed analysis
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GAIA-X aims to create a flourishing federated data & 
cloud infrastructure for Europe

GAIA-X is an international non-profit with 
participants in business, science and politics on a 
European level. The goal is to enable a secure, open 
and sovereign use of data by creating a European 
data & cloud infrastructure underlying all data 
spaces. This is achieved by both national and 
European working groups focused on horizontal or 
vertical harmonisation.

Introduction to GAIA-X

GAIA-X on the architecture model

Potential next steps for DSC:
• Explore how the DSC Data Sharing Canvas and the GAIA-X architectures relate
• Seek collaboration with the GAIA-X Hub NL in data sharing use cases where the hard infrastructure is relevant
• Ensure convergence and interoperability of data spaces on European level through collaboration 
• Explore other ways in which DSC and GAIA-X can collaborate, for example on awareness creation

Stay involved in GAIA-X for EU alignment, knowledge sharing and awareness creation

= GAIA-X activities

Compared to DSC, GAIA-X accelerates developments of European data & cloud infra

GAIA-X develops the foundations for a federated, open data & cloud infrastructure based on European values and is 
driven by policy makers and research institutions. With an aligned vision, the DSC is driven bottom-up and aims to 
develop harmonised agreements in a generic trust framework to enable cross domain data sharing focussing on the 
Dutch data economy. The future DSC Trust Framework could be part of the complete GAIA-X data infrastructure.
Value creation from use cases
GAIA-X focusses on accelerating data exchange developments through awareness creation, (inter)national 
community creation. The GAIA-X Hub NL focusses on supporting industry use cases. The DSC supports use cases to 
ensure future scalability of DSC’s soft infrastructure with ideation, requirements analysis and operational support.
Data spaces
GAIA-X defines a technical architecture and federated services to enable European data spaces, the DSC aims to 
enable data sharing across data spaces through a harmonised Trust Framework.
Soft infrastructure
GAIA-X considers new business models, legal agreements, policy, security/authentication and data standards 
relevant for the hard infrastructure. The DSC aims to develop generic soft infrastructure for data sharing by covering 
all 9 building blocks in a Trust Framework.
Hard infrastructure
GAIA-X provides a technical architecture to facilitate the interconnection between all participants in the European 
digital economy to ensure openness, transparency, and trust. The GAIA-X federated services contain the minimum 
technical requirements and services necessary for data spaces. The DSC is not active in the infrastructure layer.

Source: Data Sharing Coalition analysis based on interviews

Appendix A. Detailed analysis
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The GoFAIR Foundation provides principles for data
sharing which are applicable in all data spaces 

GoFAIR Foundation (GFF) is a non-profit 
organisation. GFF provides principles for data 
management: it should be Findable, Accessible, 
Interoperable and Reusable (FAIR). GFF does so by 
providing training, consultancy services and 
certification for organisations. The ultimate goal of 
GFF is optimising the reuse of data by implementing 
the FAIR data principles internationally.

Introduction to GoFAIR Foundation

GoFAIR on the architecture model

The GoFAIR Foundation (GFF) aims to spread principles of FAIR data management, initially focussed on data sharing 
in medical research, but also applicable in other data spaces. Every organisation has the freedom to implement these 
principles in a way that best fits their organisation. Potentially based on the FAIR principles, the DSC aims to develop 
harmonised agreements in a generic trust framework to enable cross domain data sharing at scale.
Value creation from use cases
The GFF fulfills a “stewarding” function through training, consultancy, endorsement and certification in data 
exchange projects. Further FAIR Implementation Networks are the core drivers of GO FAIR as open, inclusive, 
community-led and self-governed consortia working across disciplines and countries. In a complementary offering, 
the DSC supports use cases with ideation, requirements analysis and operational support.
Data spaces
The GFF aims to enable the reusability of data within a data space through the implementation of FAIR principles, in 
line with the DSC which aims at enabling cross-domain data sharing by connecting existing domains.
Soft infrastructure
The FAIR principles provide guidelines for data sharing developments, these are in line with the DSC Trust Framework 
which will give concrete agreements required for data sharing. The FAIR principles as propagated by GFF are 
applicable to the building blocks metadata, data standards, IAA and governance in data space implementations. The 
DSC aims to develop generic soft infrastructure for data sharing by covering all 9 building blocks in a Trust 
Framework. 
Hard infrastructure - Neither GFF nor DSC focus on the infrastructure.

Compared to DSC,  Go Fair Foundation promotes the FAIR principles for data re-use

= GoFAIR Foundation activities

Source: Data Sharing Coalition analysis based on interviews

Potential next steps for DSC:
• Explore alignment between the existing FAIR data principles and the future DSC Trust Framework
• Continue collaboratively supporting relevant data sharing use cases by combining GFF and DSC’s complementary 

services to gain practical insights on how the DSC agreements can contribute to achieving the FAIR principles
• Make use of the GFF international network when considering international growth
• Build upon existing collaboration, for example expanding on the joint proposal for the Nationaal Groeifonds

Explore alignment between the FAIR Principles and the future DSC Trust Framework

Appendix A. Detailed analysis
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IDSA provides a reference architecture for building
interoperable data sovereign data spaces

International Data Spaces Association (IDSA) is a 
non-profit organisation driven by an international 
member base consisting of 130+ industry and 
research parties. Their goal is to enable the secure 
sharing of data while maintaining self-
determination and control. Their mission is to 
become an global standard for data exchange in 
international data spaces.

Introduction to IDSA

IDSA on the architecture model

IDSA’s goal is to build data spaces characterised by uniform rules, certified data providers and recipients and trust 
among participants. With aligned goals, the DSC aims to develop agreements to enable data sharing between 
existing data spaces. IDSA actively lobbies at a European level to enable interoperable international data spaces 
grounded in European values.
Value creation from use cases
IDSA’s implementation partners offer guidance, knowledge sharing and education on use case and ecosystem 
development to build ecosystems based on IDSA’s reference architecture. The DSC supports industry driven use 
cases with ideation, requirements analysis and design support to ensure future scalability.
Data spaces
IDSA reference architecture enables data spaces which are interoperable. In and across data spaces built on IDSA, 
both data sharing and data visiting are supported. The DSC aims to enable data sharing across data spaces through a 
harmonised Trust Framework.
Soft infrastructure
IDSA’s reference architecture can be used to build a data space. The reference architecture focusses on the 
technical building blocks. In addition to this, the DSC aims to offer Trust Framework for a soft infrastructure for 
generic data sharing covering all 9 building blocks. IDSA could become a concrete implementation of building blocks 
described in the future DSC Trust Framework.
Hard infrastructure
Not applicable for DSC, IDSA provides open source sample code for their IDS Connectors to provide connectivity.

Compared to DSC, IDSA aims to become global standard for data exchange

Potential next steps for DSC:
• Explore the feasibility of using of IDSA’s reference architecture as one of the building blocks for the DSC Trust 

Framework during its development
• Optimise value created for data sharing use case through collaboration when the technical implementation of the 

use case is relevant to gain practical insights on the IDSA reference architecture 
• Ensure convergence and interoperability of data spaces on European level through collaboration 

Explore IDSA as a building block for the development of the DSC Trust Framework

= IDSA activities

Source: Data Sharing Coalition analysis based on interviews
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iSHARE’s scheme for IAA is operational and can serve as 
a building block for future DSC Trust Framework

The iSHARE Foundation is a non-profit organisation 
that aims to enable trust between parties to 
facilitate uniform, simple and controlled data 
sharing between everyone, including hitherto 
unknown parties by offering a generic set of 
agreements for identification, authentication and 
authorisation.

The iSHARE scheme for identification, authentication and authorisation is operational and in use, whereas the DSC 
Trust Framework for cross-domain data sharing is in development. iSHARE started in the Dutch Logistics sector and is 
now aiming to grow and apply its generic scheme to other geographies and sectors outside of logistics. With an 
aligned vision, DSC currently focusses on developing the Trust Framework for NL market. 
Value creation from use cases
As the iSHARE scheme is live, the focus is on adoption of the scheme by offering knowledge (via network of product 
suppliers, implementation partners and ambassadors), funding (e.g. through i4Trust) and implementation support for 
new data spaces (e.g. via iSHARE satellites). Where iSHARE focuses on adoption, the DSC aims to co-create a Trust 
Framework for cross domain data sharing at scale with an ever-growing cross sectoral community.
Data spaces
iSHARE aims to support implementations of data spaces in a harmonised way via iSHARE satellites to enable cross 
domain trusted collaboration, in line with DSC which aims to enable data sharing across existing data spaces. 
Soft infrastructure
For organisations implementing data spaces, iSHARE offers a legal and technical basis for establishing trust by 
providing a uniform set of agreements for identification, authentication and authorisation. In addition to this, the DSC 
aims to connect multiple data spaces by covering all 9 building blocks generically which can benefit from iSHARE as a 
building block.
Hard infrastructure - Neither iSHARE nor DSC focus on the infrastructure.

Introduction to iSHARE

iSHARE on the architecture model

iSHARE scheme is operational and can cover part of the future DSC Trust Framework

Potential next steps for DSC:
• Explore the feasibility of using iSHARE as (one of the) building blocks for the DSC Trust Framework during its 

development
• Continue to collaboratively support data sharing use cases through collaboration when the IAA building block is 

relevant to gain practical insights on the use of iSHARE as a building block in the DSC Trust Framework

Explore iSHARE as a building block for the development of the DSC Trust Framework

= iSHARE activities

Source: Data Sharing Coalition analysis based on interviews
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NL AIC aims to provide guidelines and standards for data
sharing used when data and applications are AI related 

Potential next steps for DSC:
• Explore synergies and alignment between the DSC Data Sharing Canvas and the NL AIC guidelines and standards
• Explore how (future) results from NL AIC can be used as building blocks for DSC, e.g. software components
• Optimise value created for data sharing for AI application use case through collaboration to gain practical insights 

and strengthen alignment between the NL AIC and the DSC
• Continue cooperation between the DSC and NL AIC Data Sharing Working Group on knowledge sharing

NL AIC on the architecture model

Explore synergies between NL AIC  guidelines and the Data Sharing Canvas

= NL AIC activities

When NL AIC is used in this document, we refer to only the Data Sharing working group of the NLAIC

The NL AIC is a public-private partnership in which 
government, industry, research and civil society 
organisations collaborate to accelerate and connect 
AI developments and initiatives. The NL AIC Data 
Sharing working group provides participants with 
knowledge and resources around responsible data 
sharing for AI applications. Funded by the growth 
fund, data spaces supporting AI will be realised.

Introduction to NL AIC

The NL AIC is driven by standards, where partners will further develop and refine the results in line with European 
developments to realize data spaces for AI applications. With aligned goals, the DSC is driven bottom-up, by industry 
presented use cases for data sharing in general.
Value creation from use cases
Both initiatives support use cases. The DSC focusses on B2B data sharing use cases and offers support to ensure 
future scalability. Next to B2B, NL AIC also covers B2C and B2G (including public institutions such as hospitals & 
universities) use cases for AI applications. For data sharing use cases aimed at AI applications, the NL AIC offers 
requirement analysis, operational support, technical support and knowledge development/ dissemination. Similarly, 
the DSC supports generic data sharing use cases with ideation, requirements analysis and operational support.
Data spaces
NL AIC focuses on realising responsible data sharing for AI applications by enabling interoperable data spaces. This is 
a further specification of the DSC which aims at enabling  generic cross-domain data sharing through interoperability 
across existing domains. The NL AIC will be applying DSC developed guidelines and methods.
Soft infrastructure
The DSC aims to offer a generic soft infrastructure for data sharing covering all 9 building blocks in a Trust 
Framework. The NL AIC will build on top of these generic data sharing agreements to offer reference architectures, 
standards, software components and relevant agreements to enable a data space specifically for AI applications.
This includes AI specific topics such as privacy enhancing technology, data semantics and data preparation for AI. 
Hard infrastructure - Neither NLAIC nor DSC focus on the hard infrastructure.

Compared to the DSC, the NL AIC realizes data spaces built for AI applications

Source: Data Sharing Coalition analysis based on interviews
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Tangible value is created from data sharing use cases between 
actors in data spaces

Value created from data in use cases

Value can be created when data is 
translated to insights. Unlike traditional 
resources data can be copied and 
reused freely, which allows generation 
of more insights by combining data 
from multiple sources.

Data sharing use cases allow actors in 
an ecosystem to exchange data to 
create additional insights and value. 
Data sharing use cases are enabled by 
data spaces where actors can share 
data.

Source: Data Sharing Coalition Analysis based on OPEN DEI Design Principles for Data Spaces https://design-principles-for-data-spaces.org/
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In a data space, data sharing use cases are facilitated through 
agreements, tools and policies

Data spaces enable multiple users to 
exchange data

Data spaces emerge where multiple 
actors are able to exchange data based 
on shared agreements on a minimal set 
of business, legal, operational, 
functional, and technical agreements 
and standards. Some of these  
agreements, tools and policies are 
generic and apply to multiple data 
spaces, some are data space specific. 
Four archetypes of data sharing are 
distinguished: data sharing within or 
across domains, and data visiting within 
or across domains. 

Creating data spaces with shared 
agreements, tools and policies ensures 
data sharing creates trust and 
interoperability.

Source: Data Sharing Coalition Analysis based on OPEN DEI Design Principles for Data Spaces https://design-principles-for-data-spaces.org/
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Soft infrastructure enables interoperability between ecosystems 
through generic agreements, tools and policies

Soft infrastructure via generic 
agreements for data sharing

Soft infrastructure defines the generic 
(technology neutral) agreements 
required to facilitate interoperable data 
spaces. Four design principles of 
European data spaces which require 
soft infrastructure implementation are:

1. Data Sovereignty
2. Data level playing field
3. Decentralised soft infrastructure
4. Public-private governance

In order to achieve this, agreements are 
required on business, legal, operational, 
functional and technical topics, which 
can be covered in the 9 building blocks 
presented.

Note: See next slides for a detailed 
description of the building blocks

Source: Data Sharing Coalition Analysis based on OPEN DEI Design Principles for Data Spaces https://design-principles-for-data-spaces.org/
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Identification, 
authentication, and 
authorisation

• Identifiers used for actors

• Method of identification

• Authentication requirements

• Levels of Assurance

• Authorisation flow and 
requirements

• Authorisation management

Common practices and tools for 
identification and authentication 
of actors and the way actors deal 
with authorisation of data access

Operational agreements

• SLAs

• End user support

• Audit trails and archiving 

Common agreements on relevant 
operational procedures 

Business model

• Services and value 
propositions in use case

• Compensation mechanisms 
between actors in use case

Specification of the business 
model of data sharing for actors in 
the use case

Explanation of the nine building block model
which covers the soft infrastructure layer (1/3)

Building 
block

Description

Underlying 
elements 

(non-exhaustive)

Legal 
Agreements

Governance

Business model

Security

Metadata

Operational 
Agreements

Data Standards

Exchange 
Protocol

IAA
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Explanation of the nine building block model
which covers the soft infrastructure layer (2/3)

Building 
block

Description

Exchange protocol

• Messaging standards

• Predefined messages

• Mapping between different 
data formats

• H2M communication protocol

• M2M communication protocol

Standards for how data is shared

Underlying 
elements 

(non-exhaustive)

Governance

• Governing bodies that oversee 
(transaction) activity

• Roles that require registration 
by an authority

• Roles that require certification 
by an authority 

Common governance structure 
that oversees operations, change 
management, disputes, etc.

Metadata

• Standards used for metadata

• Metadata included in data 
transaction

Standards for the structure and 
semantics of metadata of data 
that is being shared through 
domain

Legal 
Agreements

Governance

Business model

Security

Metadata

Operational 
Agreements

Data Standards

Exchange 
Protocol

IAA
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Data standards

• Architecture

• Requirements for data storage

• Standards for data structure

• Taxonomies and ontologies

• Data quality standards and 
measures

Standards for (storage of) the 
data that is being shared: data 
structure, semantics, etc. 

Legal agreements

• Contracts and terms & 
conditions

• Liabilities

• Privacy policies

• Relevant regulation impacting 
use case

Common agreements on all 
relevant legal matters such as 
liability, penalties, contracts, etc.

Explanation of the nine building block model
which covers the soft infrastructure layer (3/3)

SecurityBuilding 
block

Underlying 
elements 

(non-exhaustive)

• Security for data in rest

• Security for data in transit

Common practices and 
agreements on security measures 
in use caseDescription

Legal 
Agreements

Governance

Business model

Security

Metadata

Operational 
Agreements

Data Standards

Exchange 
Protocol

IAA
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Hard infrastructure provides the necessary connectivity and 
storage of the data economy

Source: Data Sharing Coalition Analysis based on OPEN DEI Design Principles for Data Spaces https://design-principles-for-data-spaces.org/

Hard infrastructure is the foundation 
of soft infrastructure, data spaces 
and data sharing use cases

The hard infrastructure layer is the 
foundation of the data economy. It 
encompasses the physical objects, such 
as storage and connectivity, which 
support information technologies and in 
turn data sharing. In order to achieve 
interoperable data spaces, the soft 
infrastructure should be compatible with 
all implementations of the hard 
infrastructure to prevent vendor lock-
ins. 
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